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Purpose(Traffic Shaping)
 BGP Delay Simulator is used to simulate and test cross network transactions. 

 A classic example would be a network datacenter which is connected to multiple 
sites across geography. If the user is required to test this router connected to 
multiple locations and subnet sites, the BGP Delay Simulator is used.

 Basic network characteristics like Network delay, Packet loss, Packet corruption, 
Disconnections, Packet re-ordering, Jitter, etc. can usher different levels of 
disturbances on Software Flowdisturbances on Software Flow.



Solution
 The BGP-EDS Ethernet delay simulator is a product used to apply traffic 

rules on packets flowing out of the egress port for the intended packets 
matching source address and destination address.

 Traffic shaping can also be applied over Sub-netting Range of a particular 
network.

 Simulates slow/congested links between nodes. Each Simulation ProfileSimulates slow/congested links between nodes. Each Simulation Profile 
can be uniquely stored ,verified and used later.

 Traffic Characteristics like packet  delay, jitter, loss, duplication, bit-errors, 
re-ordering as well as Bandwidth limiting can be Simulated. 

 Statistics of Network Simulation.



Block Diagram of Software Design



Simplified Block diagram



Benefits
 Traffic shaping is applicable for various Classes (A, B, C) as well as 

CIDR(Class-less Inter-Domain Routing ) networks.

 Simulation Profiles can be created/edited/applied/disabled/deleted.

 Multiple Profiles can exist and switched.

 Persistent behaviour of Profiles even after restarting the System.

 Live Status of Network Connections .

 Graphical visualization of Bandwidth along with table of traffic 
characteristics such as Delay, Duplication and Loss.

 Easy configuration from remote System over Web Browser.

 Auto completion feature ,that will remember recently entered IP Address.



Add Profile



Apply Profile



Apply Profile (Subnet Mask)



Statistics of Applied Profile



Graph of Applied Profile



Purpose(Routing)
 Intermediate nodes can't be avoided. Performance of Networking  Software also  

depends upon nature of Routing Path followed . 

 Static Routing vs Dynamic Routing. 

 Configuration complexity increases dramatically as the network grows. 
Managing the static configurations in large networks can become time 
consuming

 If a link fails, a static route cannot reroute traffic. Therefore, manual 
intervention is required to re-route traffic.

 Dynamic Routing must be configurable



Solution
 BGP is more used as Exterior Gateway Protocol in WAN networks.

 If a Link fails, BGP reduces network-downtime to such a fraction that it is 
unnoticeable. 

 Routes can be Prioritized in BGP.

 Less Overhead for Network Engineer for a complex network.

 Calculates Best Possible way to go from A-B regardless of Internet of Real 
World.

 BGP is sole choice of consumer-focussed ISPs who want to gain network 
stability and provide end-2-end QoS.



Network Diagram



Simplified Network Test Topology



Benefits
 Assign Router ID and Autonomous System (AS ) Number.

 Adding and deleting Neighbors,Networks to and from the System

 Forwarding Packets based on routes created

 Show List of neighbors added to a BGP router 

View Routes Advertised to/by Neighbors View Routes Advertised to/by Neighbors

 Assign Preference(Weight) to a particular path

 Routing Table

 BGP table shows list of routes discovered by BGP.

 Kernel Table will have entry of those routes that are best selected by 
BGP.



BGP Menu



BGP Neighbors



BGP Routes Recieved



BGP Routing Table



Kernel Routing Table



Additional Features
 Able to Detect and Configure Scalable number of network interfaces

 Add, Edit and deletion of interfaces configurations.

 Separate set of Management and Router Interfaces.

 Independent configuration of each set.

 Show Live Status of connected/available Network Ports

 Show port speed, port type(management or router),MAC address, IP address of 
each ports and Traffic Shaping.

 Embedded User Manual

 Easy Upgrade Feature.



LAN Cards Connection Status



LAN Cards Connection Setting



System upgrade



Embedded User Manual



Thank You

Further inquiries, please contact:

Richard Barger, President
East Coast Datacom, Inc.,

Tel: (321) 637-9922
Email: info@ecdata.com 

Web Site: www.ecdata.com


